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Description 

 
The quality of a Scan to BIM (Building Information Modeling) model can be subjective and 
intangible. There are no standards templates to follow, nor any tools that automate this task.  
This class will focus on the development of tools and options that Revit and ReCap software 
can provide to help us through this process of visualizing model mistakes and getting a quality 
product. Learn several tips that can assist you when you’re facing the quality control of a model 
replicated from a point cloud—and help you know where the focus should go in each case. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Learning Objectives 

 Gain modeling tips for quality assurance  

 Learn best practices and common mistakes in S2B 

 Learn about Revit and ReCap visualization tools and methods 

 Learn about QC Revit templates 
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Maria Victoria Ortega (vortega@aecres.com) 

Victoria is an accomplished Architect since 2011. She has been working in the BIM world for the 
last 4 years. She is one of the BIM Coordinators / Project Managers in the Architecture Area, 
developing skills on projects where applies, the building culture of American companies, as well 
as standards of design, construction and documentation.  
 
Her main activities are the coordination for internal and outsource teams; and quality control of 
several kinds of projects. Her projects include models, drawing sets and Scan to BIM. With over 
8000 hours of experience in technical and management coordination, she has developed 
effective communication and collaboration skills.   
 

Ted Mort (tedm@eco3dusa.com) 

Ted is the Vice President of Eco3d (eco3dusa.com) where he provides direct oversight for the 
full scope of laser scanning and modeling on all projects. He also sits on the Board of Directors 
for the U.S. Institute for Building Documentation and on the Board of Directors of the United 
Surveyors of Arizona.  
 
In addition to an expertise in laser scanning, Ted leans on a deep professional history of 
practicing applied measurement on a variety of construction projects while operating in the fields 
of Land Survey, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. The wide spectrum of projects he’s 
worked on range from Bridges, Dams and Massive Civil Infrastructure to High-Rises, Hospitals 
and Industrial Complexes.  
 
His commitment to the healthy growth of our industry is highlighted in his volunteer work through 
industry nonprofits and as a lecturer at Arizona State University and Grand Canyon University. 
At ASU and GCU he exposes students in engineering, architecture and construction 
management to new technologies while detailing the impact they have in the current and future 
world of A/E/C. 
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Introduction 

 
The main idea for this class is to offer you a general guidance to handle Scan to BIM projects, 
from the beginning of the tasks and resources planning, to the final Quality Check control. 
You will find tips and real examples about the do and don`t, applied to all the project phases; 
and finally, some recommendations for you to improve your own QC process.  
Our intention is to share the improvements we learn every day, for you to be able to adjust 
them, and take them into account in this kind of projects. 
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Gain tips for quality assurance  

 

Quality Assurance 
 
By definition, QA is a way of starting a project, preventing future mistakes or defects. 
QA time is inversely proportional at the final QC time we will have to invest. In a S2B (Scan to 
BIM) project, it refers to the implementation of the best practices, right before a phase begins. 
      

S2B Workflow 
 
Let`s take a look into the general Phases that compound a Scan to BIM project 
 

 
 

Capture 
The act of gathering information from an area using a variety of instruments and devices, 
including but not limited to Laser Scanners, Cameras, Gauges, Measurement Tools and 
Recording Devices. 

Processing  
The act of converting raw data from the capture device into a consumable product for 
downstream applications or as a standalone deliverable. 

Modeling 
Trace of a 3D virtual representation of elements, following a Point Cloud file. The suggested 
software for this task is Autodesk Revit. 

QC  
Detection, Correction and Validation of the project information, to guarantee the model accuracy 
and therefore, the client expectations. 
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How does the QA affects each Phase? 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Scope of Work 
Description of the work to be performed. If possible, it should contain a time line for all 
milestones and deadline. Also, we can ask the client for a sample to check on expectations 
regarding the final deliverable. 
 
The problem with most SOW (Scope of Work) is a lack of specificity, when the two parties 
disagree on what should have been delivered. We have to be very precise on inclusions/ 
exclusions to avoid posterior issues. 
 

Device election 
The market offers an extended catalog. The key at this point is, after we have analyzed the 
SOW, to make the election of one device over another, and go ahead with the technology that 
fits better to the project and schedule.  
 

Experimented operator 
A previous experience as modeler, or at least a basic knowledge of the posterior modeling 
process, will guarantee that the operator develops a better performance with the scanning task. 
Probable, they will take finest captures of issued areas, and will avoid blank spaces between 
shots. In the best scenario, he is the person that processes the information afterward, and is in 
contact with the modeler’s team. This kind of planed and global workflow is the path to direction 
on your projects. 
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Hardware & Software 
You should have in mind this data cannot be worked in any kind of computer. You need to have 
access to certain types of devices or, delegate this task to a specialist. Regarding the software 
to be used; you should have in mind that, the operators have specific knowledge to process and 
to get PC files, for minimizing times and reach the best quality. 
 

Times of processing 

Verify this task with the person in charge of the process as soon as they get access to the raw 
information and can make some computer analysis. That way, they will be able to approve the 
times schedules we estimate at the beginning of the planning. 
 

Information Access 

Take into consideration, if the scanned workplace is in another city or country, the real day or 
time that you will be getting access to the information. You should have in mind the size of the 
files for upload and download from a platform or, if you are going to send the file divided in 
smaller files.  
Other tip here is, to add on you project schedule, the post office times, in case the files are 
traveling into a hard disc. 
 

 

Test Sample 
We advise to propose the client for you to model a representative portion of the project, and 
send it over for the scope validation. They can come back with corrections, comments or just 
the confirmation that you are on the right track.  
 

Communication 
Gets a crucial role in this stage, until you have the sample ok and move forward to the rest of 
the project modeling. 
 

Previous knowledge 
For the modelers is another key. They need to have a large backup of program tools, and in the 
best scenario, have previous experience reading PC in Revit models.  
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Checklist & Templates  
These tools are going to depend on many of the items we have seen before: Scope of work 
(mainly), project times, members, collaborative workflows, communication, etc. 
 

Software  
Today, we count with some tools that contribute with this phase, and help us gain time. Just to 
name a few, Revit, ReCap, Navis or ECO Verify. 
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Best practices and common mistakes in S2B 

 

Capture - Pre-Mobilization Considerations 
 Equipment Selection 

o Laser scanners each have specific strengths and weaknesses; there is not one 
that does everything the best. Evaluate the needs of the job and pick the unit 
best aligned with those needs. 

 Equipment Security 
o When flying, carry your sensitive equipment on with you – do not check it! 
o When driving, keep sensitive equipment secure and in the cab. 

 Equipment Accounting  
o Create checklists or custom containers to ensure you have everything when you 

head to the site… and to ensure you have it all when you return. 

 Preplanning Site Work 
o Evaluate and plan your methodology before arriving on site. Different 

environments may determine your process: Cloud to Cloud, Traverse, Survey 
Control, Sphere, Target and/or a combination of techniques. 

 Ensuring Accuracy with USIBD (United States Institute of Building Documentation) LOA 
(Level of Accuracy) 

o The USIBD has established a standard and certification for quantifying and 
applying a LOA for laser scanning. 

 

Capture - On-site 
 Confirmation of Site Conditions 

o Take the time to walk through the entire scope area before starting. Ensure that 
it meets your expectations and that the pre-planned methodology will still be 
applicable. 

 Note Taking 
o Standardizing and creating template worksheets assist in assuring a consistent 

product, cutting down on post-processing time and reducing the risk of error. 

 Methodology 
o Understand and train your team on best practices and preferences. Some of 

ours include: 
 Closing Loops: Break a project into a series of circular paths, like the 

links in a chain, and tie back into targets left at the beginning of each 
loop. 

 Blind Checks: Leave extra targets behind and exclude them from the 
registration. Upon completing the registration, extract the coordinates 
from these targets and verify to either survey control or to themselves as 
represented in separate scans. 

 Maintaining Direction: Point the scanner in the same direction every time 
(facing north, for instance). When transferred into registration software, 
you’ve already solved for three of the six degrees of freedom 
(approximate solution, assuming an inclinometer is activated and solving 
for pitch and roll). 
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 Intensity Value (not photo rendered): By excluding photographic 
rendering you may dramatically reduce the time spent on each setup, 
allowing for additional scanning to occur which can be used to increase 
your likeliness of measurement success in exchange for a typically 
cosmetic component. 

 Targeting Ahead: When using a target based registration methodology, 
place targets in positions that they will be visible two scan locations 
ahead. This method reduces the impact of propagating a compounding 
error. 

 

Processing - Pre-Registration 
 Validating Survey Data 

o Most registration programs will hold survey data as an absolute, regardless of its 
accuracy. Place a series of checks to identify survey error before committing it to 
the registration process. Better yet, perform a best fit to survey control without 
introducing it to the registration process at all. 

 Scan Inspection 
o Open every scan and inspect for interruptions in the fluidity of data. This can be 

caused by environmental vibrations and may not be caught by the internal 
systems checks if the start and end positions are within tolerance. 

 Organization (Clustering) 
o Break datasets out into clusters (coincides with the “Loops” described in “On-site 

Methodology”. 

 Raw Data Archiving 
o Always keep a copy of your data prior to any manipulation. 

 

Processing - Post-Registration 
 Second set of eyes 

o Invite a second party to inspect the registration prior to turnover. 

 Setting Alignments 
o Understand why and how you are going to align data, while taking into 

consideration the end user’s application. Different applications can require 
specific techniques (best fit, ortho, geo-reference, etc). 

 Blind Trust 
o Never trust a software platform when it tells you that a registration is good. 

Always inspect the scans manually. At Eco3d, we apply a unique color to each 
scan and look for overlapping data well beyond the target area. Projection of 
error will be easily identified at a distance and may or may not be a cause for 
adjustment. 
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Usual mistakes 

Human 
 Unclear establishment of scope leads to a model with too much/few detail in it. 

 Lack of knowledge regarding constructive system. 

 Mistakes in elements that are modeled following only one view, instead the correlative 
visualization in several view types. (A wall, modeled as regular from a Plan View but, 
once you check an elevation, section or 3D noticed that it has an irregular perimeter 
termination at the top). 
 

Point Cloud  
 Dirty or noisy PC files, which make it difficult to correctly display the elements. 

 Pont Cloud registration issues, omissions, excessive density, reliance on photo 
rendering. 
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Revit & ReCap visualization tools and methods 

 

Model Process Workflow 

 
 

Before modeling 
 

Communication is the key!  
 

 Verify with the client the required LOD, and the final destination of the model 
(coordination, as built, shop drawings). Also, define if you should disregard some 
category on the modeling process. 

 Confirm with the client the acceptable deviation tolerance. 

 Verify the Coordinate System of the Point Cloud.  

 Suggest to model a small sample area for confirmation prior to committing resources to 
a 100% completed project 

 
Conversion tools 
 

 Optional, up to client and project specific requirements. 

 Can be used for the entire project, or for some specific area or category. 

 Current software used for conversion S2B: 
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Modeling 
 

Insertion 
 

 Regarding the Revit File, the client may provide a file for you to work on from their 
company. If this is not the case, proceed with the standard creation of a New File.  

 Insertion of Point Cloud (keep in mind the best positioning, according to the project 
needs). In the case of having several Point Clouds, you have to assure the integrity and 
coordinates of all the files. Please, see Appendix A: Positioning Options. 
 

 
 

 Once the file is inserted into Revit, you must lock it down with Pin Tool. 

 It is optional to “Select Pinned Elements” (pin from the right bottom ribbon). This earns 
speed when the mouse passes over the Point Cloud, but won’t allow, for example, to 
Temporarily Hide the PC. 

 

 
 

 Insertion of converted elements (in case there were some) 
 

File Set Up 
 

 Worksets Creation:  
1. According to the need of the project (by Disciplines, by Areas, by Point Cloud, CAD 

links, by Modelers, etc) 
2. It is recommendable to use different Worksets for each PC, in order to use the 

VVGG settings and turn on/off as required. Also, if we set this Worksets “Closed by 
default”, we will be reducing the opening time of the file.  

3. Use a different Workset for elements imported from conversion tools. 

 Define with the client if there is a need of Phases creation, and the specifications for 
each one. 

 Set levels from a Section View, and lock: 
1. Level 0: thru the Origin Point of the PC. This can be coincident or not with the Project 

levels, it´s usually used as a reference. 
2. Building levels: Will be according to each project. The modeler should set the level 

line thru a representative portion of the finish floor that the PC is showing. For set up 
several levels at a time, we can place the Section thru a stair core. 
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 Set Plan Views: According to the created levels. 

 Grids: Using a main floor, try to set an objective grid system, with regular distance where 
possible. 

 

Modeling Process 
 

 All elements must be modeled as single correct Revit Elements: a colonnade must be a 
lot of single columns (as a group at most, if required), instead of a generic model with # 
of extrusions. 

 The elements must be hosted to the correspondent levels 

 Model walls best fitting to the point clouds by cutting thin view ranges in plan and section 
views.  

 Use of walls constrains - When modeling a perimeter wall in a plan view, if you have an 
interior PC file (scanned from the building interior), select the option of Interior Finish as 
constrain, in order to follow your known wall face location.  
If you have an exterior PC, the option must be Exterior Face. If you have the real data of 
wall thickness after, it will be updated. The established perimeter will still remain in the 
correct place. 

 

Collaborative Projects 
 

 All participants must have access to the same storage disc, where is PC file is saved. 
Otherwise, all participants must save the PC file into their own system and link the file 
from there. 

 All participants must use compatible software, version, and updates. 

 It would be good to have a “Control Model”, for the setup of levels, grids, and shared 
coordinates, if needed. That way, none of the participants will be able to move, change 
or delete this information. 

 The PC file must be located in a real hard disk. 
 

 

Additional Tips 
 

 Use Unified Clouds for small-middle-sized projects. 

 For large projects, we can use a separated PC, and turn them on/off according the area 
that we are working on (Floors in a building, buildings in a complex, etc). 

 Point clouds displayed through .rcp and .rcs files can be properly rotated, moved and 
deleted by Revit users. 

  

Point Cloud - Files types  
 
These types of files do not require any additional process for its insertion into a Revit model: 
 

 .rcs: Autodesk ReCap Scans  
Individual scan file that has been indexed during the import process in ReCap 
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 .rcp: Autodesk ReCap Projects  
Project file that references indexed scan files and includes information for defined scan 
regions or some other visibility settings that have been used to analyze the information. 

 
 

ReCap 
 

High performance software capable of creating intelligent 3D data, from captured photos and 
laser scans in a streamlined workflow. Autodesk ReCap makes it easy to clean, organize and 
visualize massive datasets captured from reality. 
 
Over the cleaning process, it may also “reduce noise” and delete non desirable points from the 
file. The result will be a cleaner Point Cloud, easier to read and replicate, minimizing mistakes 
along the modeling phase. 
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QC and Revit Templates 

 

QC Process 
 

 Run a first and quick round of model checking by throwing a section with a small range, 
and move it all across the project. The same on the perpendicular direction. 

 Use the visibility settings to see the PC of a single contrasting color, and check 
discrepancies faster.   

 Use of the visibility and override options to check on specified elements. 

 Simultaneous comparison of a delimitated area, using Plan view, Section and 3D. 

 Use of Navis for check clashes between disciplines or duplicated elements. The Navis 
file is much more light and easy to navigate that a Revit Model. 

 Use of ReCap as an auxiliary visualization, making advantage of the program specific 
tools to help us out. 
 

 
 

 Cleaning of the file: Make sure of delete all Reference Planes and Details Lines. 

 Use of QC Standards Checklist, according to each project Scope of Work 
 

ECOVerify Tool 
 

An internally developed process at Eco3d, that increases the effectiveness of evaluation and 
inspection. Built on Opensource software to aid in the efficient, expeditious quality assurance 
workflow. 
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Closing S2B 
 

Uses 
 

 As built model documentation. 

 Project renovations / additions. 

 Facility management. 

 Comparison with the original/as built plans 

 Topographic documentation. 

 Urbanity register 

 Accidentology and criminalistics 
 
 

Pros 
 

 Reduction of the margin of error in the survey stage. 

 Reduction of survey times and associated costs. 

 Reduction of re work times in the field by capturing the entire scene once. 

 Generation of a finished and intelligent digital representation of reality. 

 Creation of a data base for posterior information extraction / checking. 

 Generation of accurate models and plans. 
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Conclusion 

We have seen how the inclusion of Quality Assurance, from the beginning of the project, will 
decrease your chances for mistakes and re work. Global and strategic planning, and the 
appliance of best practices for the software, will make you save lots of time, money and 
resources. 
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APPENDIX A – Positioning PC files into Revit options 

 
 Auto - Center to Center:  

Revit places the center of the point cloud bounding box at the center of the bounding box of the 
model.  

 

 Auto - Origin to Origin:  

Revit places the point cloud's world origin point, at the Revit project origin that can be seen as a 
Project Base Point in the site plan.  

 

 Auto - By Shared Coordinates:  

Revit assumes that the coordinates in the point cloud file are specified in the shared coordinate 
system used in your model. As a result, the point cloud origin will be placed at the origin of the 
shared coordinates that can be accessed through the Survey Base Point. 

 

 Auto - Origin to Last Placed:  

Revit places the next imported point cloud consistently with the previously imported point cloud. 
This option becomes enabled after you insert one point cloud. New point clouds will then be 
correctly placed with respect to the first one. 
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Information Backup Fonts 

 AEC Internal documentation 

 www.imaginit.com 

 www.faro.com 

 www.clearedge3d.com 

 www.teslacad.com.au 

 www.revitiq.com 

 www.quora.com 

 www.autodesk.com/knowledge 
 

http://www.imaginit.com/
http://www.teslacad.com.au/
http://www.revitiq.com/
http://www.quora.com/
http://www.autodesk.com/

